INTRODUCTION
Magneticc fields in an accretion disc are advected with the accretionn flow. The net poloidal flux (flux passing through the disc)) cannot be changed by small-scale processes inside the discc itself. This flux is 'inherited' by the disc from the accretingg matter. Compressed by the accretion flow, this flux can buildd up substantial field strengths in the central regions. Att least in the case of protostellar discs, the enviroment in whichh they form are known to be highly magnetic (Heiles ett al. 1993) , and the question how, while forming a star, thee accretion flow disposes of the 'excess flux' of magnetic fieldd lines threading the disc is a classical problem in star formationn (see the review by McKee et al. 1993 ).
Dependingg on their strength and radial distribution, poloidall fields can be of the right strength and configurationn to produce magnetically accelerated jets and winds (Königll and Ruden 1993, Blandford 1993) . Acceleration of thesee flows works best in strong fields, while their degree off colli mation is probably dependent on the radial distributionn of the poloidal flux (cf. Spruit 1994) . The strength of thee field is limited by the rate at which the field diffuses outward,, either by some 'turbulent' process (e.g. Van Ballegooijenn 1989) , or by microscopic processes (in the case of protostellarr discs). Of particular interest is outward diffusionn due to instabilities driven by the magnetic field itself, whichh is expected to become important especially at high fieldfield strength. Such instabilities are expected, in the form off interchanges whenever the magnetic forces provide part off the support against gravity. In the same way as in solar prominencess (Anzer 1969; Priest 1982) , energy is gained in thiss case by exchange of the magnetized gas providing the supportt against the less strongly magnetized gas being supported.. In this form of instability, neighboring field lines with thee plasma attached to them are interchanged, with little or noo bending of the field lines. For poloidal fields threading a disc,, this means that the unstable displacements take place inn the disc plane, with little dependence on the direction perpendicularr to the plane. This interchange process is known too be quite effective at transporting mass across field lines inn solar prominences, where it can be studied in detail (cf. Priestt 1982; Schmieder 1989) . The process characteristically takess the form of small-scale (local) interchanges. It has previouslyy been studied in the context of rotating, magnetized starss by Pitts and Tayler (1985, and references therein) .
Inn the context of accretion discs, interchange instabilityy has been studied by Spruit and Taam (1989, hereafter ST) ,, who concluded that uniform rotation has no effect on thee instability condition or the maximum growth rates (see alsoo Lepeltier and Aly, 1995J . From this, they concluded thatt transfer of mass across field lines may well be quite effectivee in the magnetospheres of accreting neutron stars.
Thesee results are not applicable to fields in accretion discs, sincee they hold for uniform rotation only, and do not take intoo account the strong shear of the flow in a disc. Shear is likelyy to have a strongly stabilizing effect, since it distorts unstablee displacements, on the short orbital time-scale, into lesss rapidly growing ones.
Inn this paper, we study the effect of shear on interchange instability.. We first point out the close analogy between this processs and two-dimensional convection, by showing that in ann approximation akin to the incompressible (Boussinesq) approximationn in convection, the two problems are mathematicallyy identical. By integrating the full time-dependent equationss for linear disturbances in a local (shearing sheet) modell we show that the instability behaves, in the short wavelengthh limit, as expected from an incompressible model. Thee effect of shear turns out to be quite strong, such that thee instability becomes important only when the magnetic supportt of the disc becomes comparable to gravity, or when thee field strength varies on a short radial length scale.
Otherr forms of instability of poloidal fields are known, inn particular the rotating-shear flow instability studied in thee context of discs by Balbus and Hawley (1991). This instabilityy is suppressed already when the field strength is comparablee to the gas pressure. An important conclusion is, therefore,, that poloidal fields larger than this value are stableble to both the Balbus-Hawley form and to interchanges, up too the point where the field starts contributing significantly too the support of the disc. The strong poloidal fields that aree optimal for the production of jets and winds may thus bee a natural consequence of the concentration of fields by thee accretion process.
AA preliminary treatment of the present problem is reportedd in Lubow and Spruit (1995).
EQUATIONS
Inn the thin-disc limit, neither the gas pressure nor the magneticc pressure contributes, and only the magnetic curvature forcee appears in the equation of motion. Since to first approximationn the interchanges do not bend field lines and are nearlyy parallel to the disc plane, we can take the flow field u too be independent of height in the disc. As shown in ST, the MHDD equations can then be reduced to two dimensions by integratingg vertically across the disc. In the absence of viscouss forces, these thin-disc MHD equations are, for motions inn the disc plane, 
(2) ) (3) ) wheree [B] denotes the jump in the field vector across the disc,, £ is the mass per unit surface area and g is the accelerationn due to gravity. The disc is assumed to be flat and perpendicularr to the z-axis and to remain so during perturbations.. That is, we do not consider 'buckling modes' or corrugationn waves (for more general equations allowing for corrugationss see ST). Due to the thin-disc assumption, all structuree inside the disc has disappeared from view, and the curvaturee force, integrated across the disc, appears as the firstt term on the RHS in (1). The continuity and induction eqs.. (2,3) can be combined into:
Too complete the equations, a prescription is needed to determinee the field configuration above the disc from the valuess of the normal component B z on the disc. We assume thee field above the disc to be a potential field: Inn general, one would like to solve for a force-free field above thee disc, but this is a much more demanding problem. Instead,, we assume here that the Alfvén speed above the disc iss sufficiently high that efficient reconnection to a nearly potentiall field takes place (as is the case in the solar corona, forr example). ). The interchange instabilitiess studied in this paper, however, are basically incompressivee in nature, and it turns out to be illuminating too describe them in an incompressible approximation which filterss out the stable compressive waves. This can be done byy taking the curl of (10) to eliminate ƒ and adding the approximationn divu = 0. In this way, the incompressible limit off the magnetic instability problem becomes equivalent to two-dimensionall (z-independent) Bousinesq convection. The incompressiblee limit is discussed further in Section 3.2.
Linearized equations in disc geometry
Wee write equations (1) 
wheree the index o denotes evaluation at r -ro. Ann approximation is needed to simplify the potentiall problem (5). As in ST, we use a short-wavelength approximation,, in which the length scale of the perturbation iss assumed to be small compared with the length scale off the background gradients. Thus, if the wavenumber is kk = (k x , J;,), the field perturbation has the form B'(*,, y, z, t) = b{t) exp(ifc,x + ik y y -k\z\), Thee wave vector is now time dependent due to the shearing coordinatee frame:
) whichh implies k x = 0 at t = 0. As long as S ^ 0, other valuess of k x (Q) are equivalent to a differerent choice of the originn t -0. In the uniformly rotating case S = 0, k x is a constantt (generally non-zero) parameter. Thee terms involving fi in the equations of motion representt the restoring force due to compression of the field lines.. Since this force is mediated by the external potentialtial field, through the curvature force rather than by the magneticc pressure, these terms depend in a different way onn the wavenumber than the normal pressure terms. As a consequence,, the phase speed of waves mediated by these curvaturee forces is proportional to k 1 ' 2 .
Byy introducing shearing coordinates, we have removed thee linear dependence of the shear flow on x, trading it in forr an explicit time dependence of the equations. Since the wavess we study are not exponentially growing, their detailed timee dependence has to be taken into account anyway (cf. alsoo the discussion in Ryu and Goodman, 1992) . Note that solutionss of the form chosen (in shearing coordinates) requiree that the medium can be regarded as unbounded, or thatt periodic boundary conditions can be adopted in the directionn of the shear (x-direction)
Fromm now on, we drop the subscripts o on the quantities evaluatedd at r 0 . The solutions of eqs (30-35) depend on only threee independent parameters. This is seen by writing them inn non-dimensional form. The system has a characteristic lengthh scale:
Thee ratio Lfr can be written as Thee parameters of the problem are thus AT y , a and s. The valuee of K x (t) is fixed, apart from an arbitrary zero point inn time, by the evolution equation (35). In (44) we have introduced,, for future reference, the magnetic buoyancy frequencyquency N m . It is the frequency of interchange displacements inn the case of a stable magnetic gradient, analogous to the buoyancyy frequency in a convectively stable stratification.
Forr the shearing sheet model to be applicable, the wavelengthh of the unstable flow must be shorter than the length scalee on which the unstable gradient is present, at least duringg the time that growth takes place. Thus we must require that t
£ £ (46) )
Inn terms of the dimensionless wavenumber K, this implies, approximately, , 33 SOLUTIONS
Uniform rotation
Thee uniformly rotating case has been studied before by ST (seee also the discussion in Lubow and Spruit, 1995) . Since thee wavenumber does not depend on time in this case, equationss (40)- (43) have solutions of the form exp(crr), with dispersionn relation Fromm the sign of the last term it follows that the condition forr instability is a < 0 (except in the axisymmetric case KK yy = 0, which is discussed in section 3.3). By consistency conditionn (47) we must have K ^> ]a|, hence the last term inn (48) is small, though K itself can still be large or small comparedd with unity. The solutions are thus approximately Inn the high wavenumber limit K ^> 1, this simplifies to
Thee first solution is a stable compressive wave, in which the restoringg force is due to the perturbations in the curvature force.. In terms of the dimensional quantities, the frequency off this wave, in the absence of rotation, is
J=k J=k
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Sincee the restoring force is mediated by the potential field outsidee the disc, the wave frequency has the dependence kk 11 '' 22 which is characteristic also of the very analogous case of selfgravitatingg discs. The second solution is the interchange mode,, unstable when a < 0. with the growth rate maximizingg for K v > A',. It is stable for a > 0 with a behavior similarr to internal gravity waves. For further discussion of thee physics of these results, see ST. At wavenumbers A' £ 1, wheree the compressive wave frequency drops below the rotationn frequency, rotation provides an additional restoring forcee in the compressive wave, and reduces the growth rate off the interchange mode without, however, changing the stabilityy condition.
The incompressible limit
Likee in the case of ordinary convection, interchange instabilityy is described correctly, at large wavenumber, by the incompressiblee (Boussinesq) limit. As in the case of ordinaryy convection, this limit is obtained by taking k -¥ oo whilee keeping the 'pressure" force finite [the /3-terms in (40-43)].. It has the advantage of showing the instability without interferencee from compressive waves. With K = KJ K this limitt gives
We multiply (40) Iff the length scale on which S/B 2 varies is of the order r,, this means that the magnetic support of the disc must bee comparable to the rotational support, before instability setss in. This implies that the magnetic energy of the system (discc plus external field) must be comparable to the gravitationall binding energy. Only if the field strength varies with rr on a smaller length scale does interchange instability take placee at smaller field strengths. For a disc with finite inner andd outer radii, this condition also says that the intrinsic (non-rotating)) instability time scale must be shorter than thee shear-time scale across the whole disc. It is probable thatt additional globally unstable modes would exist in such discss with boundaries. Wee conclude that the incompressible limit predicts algebraicc growth of interchange modes, but only if the magnetic fieldfield is strong enough to start contributing to the radial supportt of the disc against gravity.
Numerical results
Whenn the assumption of incompressibility is dropped, the fulll fourth order system (40)-(43) must be integrated. Since thee instability can be transient in the presence of shear, a growthh rate or even an algebraic growth index is not necessarilyy a good measure of the effects of the instability. The growthh of a small disturbance can be limited to a finite timee interval, but the amplification factor over this intervall can be quite large. This happens, for example, in the non-axisymmetricc form of the instability studied by Balbus andd Hawley (1991).
Forr this reason, we measure the instability by the amplificationfication factor of an initial disturbance over a finite interval inn time. We determine this factor by integrating the linear equationss (40)- (43) (53) which is valid for the incompressiblee limit are shown for comparison in Fig. 3(bottom) . The agreementt is good; in particular the incompressible instabilityy condition (58) appears to be valid. Whilee this part of the instability behaves as expected, thee amplification factor shows an additional form of instabilityy at low K y . An example is shown in Fig. 4 , for K y = 0.25. Thee growth appears to maximize at h\ = 0, the axisym metricric case. This is seen in Fig. 5, which shows Figuree 4. gray scale representation of the amplification factor (white highest) for a = -3.
factorss as a function of wavenumber K y and instability parameterr a. Thee axisymmetric case is easily treated analytically sincee in this case the radial wave number K z is time independent.. From equations (40)- (43) we have, with K y = 0, thee dispersion relation
== -K x -a-2{2 + s).
(62) )
Inn terms of the physical (dimensional) quantities, this predictss instability whenever -^>2^(^)) + fc ,|L.
( 6 3) Thee growth rate is of the order fi except close to marginal stability,, and instability first sets in at the lowest wavenumbers.. The instability is therefore an intrinsically global one if itt exists. This raises the question whether it can be treated correctlyy in the short-wave length approximation, on which (40)- (43)) are based. Comparing (62) with (47) we see that thee instability is excluded by condition (63) whenever the short-wavee length approximation applies. Thee last term in (63) is equal to w\, where u> c is the frequencyy of the compressive wave of wave number k x defined d u byy (51). To see the physical interpretation of this term, con~~fa siderr the radial length scale L m over which the destabilizing fieldd gradient exists (length scale of N m ). The prospective unstablee wave must still fit into this length for instability to occur,, i.e. k x > 1/L m . Condition (63) then says that for axisymmetricc instability to occur the intrinsic (non-rotating) growthh must be faster than both the epicyclic frequency and thee rate at which a compressive wave crosses the region with thee destabilizing field gradient.
Too study the long-wave length form of instability properly,, a more global form of stability analysis is needed. This
is,, in general, a cumbersome problem because of the nonlocall nature of the magnetic forces. A global result with whichh certain cases can be shown to be stable towards axisymmetricc perturbations is given in the next section.
AXISYMMETRIC STABILITY
Analysiss of the global stability problem is helped greatly byy the indication, from the local analysis presented in the previouss sections, that the low-wavenumber form of instabilityy is essentially an axisymmetric one. This indicates that itss mechanism, if it exists, must be simple. Assuming axisymmetryy from the outset, the additional complication of transientt instability due to shear disappears. We restrict ourselvess to discs in which the polarity of B r does not depend onn r. If the polarity of B z is also constant, this means that thee sign of the magnetic acceleration g m is constant, but it iss not necessary to assume this. Thee equation of motion (1) can be written (in an inertial frame)) as
JJ xB (64) )
wheree J(r, <j>) is the current integrated over the disc thickness,, and g the gravity due to the central object. In the equilibriumm state, this yields:
wheree the current is related to the radial field component by: : andd Bt is the radial field at the top surface of the disc, as inn section 2.3. Because B* is of constant sign by assumption,, and the stability of the field is unaffected by an overall changee of sign of the field, we can take the signs of B+ and JJ $ to be positive. Equation ( Thee term in k x corresponds to the stabilizing magnetic energyy term (second term) in f 83). While the shearing sheet resultt suggests that the stabilizing effect of the magnetic energyy term can be removed by taking a sufficiently low wavenumber,, the result (83) shows that in fact this term hass a finite minimum value which cannot be removed for anyy wavenumber. 
independentt of v. In equilibrium, the magnetic support g m cann not exceed the gravity ft^r, so that all equilibria that varyy as powers of r are stable to axisymmetric displacements. . Too prove stability to axisymmetric perturbations for all equilibriaa in which J+ has constant sign, a stronger version off (83) would be needed. This is because the sufficient conditionn can be defeated near places where B r has steep gradients,, by choosing a ( r that peaks near this gradient. As the axisymmetricc estimate (84) shows, such smaller scale perturbationss are stabilized more strongly than suggested by (83). .
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
AA thin disc threaded by a poloidal field which provides part off the support against gravity has two kinds of magnetic wavee modes for motions in the plane of the disc. A compressivee wave is present in which the restoring force is due too the potential field outside the disc. It has been studied beforee by ST and Tagger et al. (1990) . A radial gradient inn the field strength introduces modes analogous to internal gravityy waves. These can become unstable in a sufficiently steepp gradient in the field strength, and then behave as expectedd from convective or magnetic interchange modes. We findfind that these interchange instabilities in a shearing disc behavee essentially as expected from an incompressible approximationn (analogous to the Boussinesq approximation in convection)) which becomes exact for short wavelengths.
Att longer wavelengths, indications are found for a secondd form of instability. Its growth maximizes for axisymmetricc perturbations. In all cases however, it appears only whenn the wavelengths are longer than allowed by the local (shearingg sheet) approximation under which the results were obtained.. This form of instability, discussed in some detail in Luboww and Spruit (1995), is therefore possibly an artefact. AA simple global stability bound derived in section 4 also suggestss stability for axisymmetric perturbations. Better global stabilityy calculations are needed to settle this issue however.
Inn previous work on uniformly rotating discs (ST), the instabilityy was found to grow on the rather short magnetic time-scalee g m /r where g m is the radial acceleration due to thee magnetic field. The condition for instability was found too be that the surface density E and magnetic field strength BB ss vary such that Thee stabilizing effect of the shear flow in the discs studiedd here turns out to be dramatic. We find that significant Discss in which a poloidal magnetic field provides part off the support against gravity are a natural consequence of starr formation in a magnetic environment. An initially weak poloidall field is concentrated by the accretion flow, and its energyy density will eventually become a significant force opposingg accretion, if the field is frozen into the flow. In this case,, the degree of support is limited by the tendency of magneticc fields towards interchange instability, which effectivelyy allows the field to diffuse radially through the disc. Thoughh ambipolar diffusion also has this effect, and may be ablee to leak fields out of the disc during most of its history, interchangee of some form may well be the main mechanism limitingg the advection of a poloidal field in the hot inner regionss of the disc. Our results indicate that quite strong poloidall fields may be expected in these regions. Since such fieldsfields are the main ingredient in the magnetic acceleration mechanismm of jets and winds, our result lends support to thee idea that strong poloidal fields are responsible for these flows. .
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